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Monitor Your Network Remotely

Compatible with all major web browsers, SurvalentONE 
WebSurv displays control room information on just 
about any computer with an Internet connection. 

Instead of requiring an operator to come back to  
the control room to advise on a problem, operators  
can simply ask their colleague to login to the network 
via WebSurv, review the situation, and suggest an  
immediate course of action. 

Likewise, managers can easily monitor the health  
of the network from an offsite computer at any time.

Access Utility  
Control Room  
Data Securely on  
a Web Browser

Increase Productivity

Viewing network information through SurvalentONE  
WebSurv is the same as getting the data directly from  
a workstation in the control room - without the need  
to travel to reach a network-enabled terminal. 

For some corporate personnel, having direct network 
access eliminates the need to make information  
requests to busy operators, which takes time and  
diverts them away from performing their core duties. 

The ability to monitor network  
operations remotely via a web browser 
saves everyone time, enabling your  
team to get more done each day.

Having timely access to network control systems is 
essential for the operators, managers, and executives 
at your utility - even when they’re away from the office. 
Their ability to monitor the network is limited if they 
can only login to the network from workstations in  
the control room.

SurvalentONE WebSurv provides authorized users 
with read-only access to SCADA data.  Based on the 
maps created in Survalent’s SmartVU graphical user 
interface (GUI), users can review near real-time data 
and generate customized reports outside of the  
SCADA network. WebSurv also allows you to see 
alarms, operator summaries, and information from 
Survalent Explorer that can assist with setup and 
troubleshooting. 

With SurvalentONE WebSurv, operators, managers 
and field crews get the information they need, when 
they need it, so they can make informed decisions  
and respond quickly to operational challenges.



WebSurv

Benefits

▪  Ability to view SCADA data anywhere, anytime
▪  Read-only, near real-time access to SCADA   
   data via a web browser
▪  Heightened system security due to  
   read-only access
▪  Faster response time to network events
▪  Increased collaboration and information sharing 
▪  Timely, informed decision-making
▪  Higher productivity
▪  Improved reporting of SCADA data
▪  Ability to create and view custom reports on  
   a per-user basis
▪  Administrator tools that allow permissions to  
   be set on a per-user basis

Key Features

▪  Secure login access
▪  Uses SurvalentONE Replicator to reproduce the  
   SCADA database on a separate server, thereby  
   off-loading the SCADA host(s) and limiting external   
   contact to the SCADA system
▪  Dynamic SmartVU graphics rendered by HTML5 
▪  User-defined refresh rate for dynamic data, alarms,  
   and graphics
▪  Supports panning, zooming, dynamic line coloring,  
   and other dynamic SmartVU features
▪  User-friendly interface to view configuration details
▪  Easily view SmartVU graphics, substation single line  
   diagram, or tabular data

SurvalentONE  
WebSurv provides 
SCADA information 
securely to users.

WebSurv Client 

SurvCentral 
(Optional application.  

License required)

SCADA system Firewall
Replicator & WebSurv/ 

SurvCentral server LAN or WAN



Control your critical network 
operations with confidence
With Survalent, you can control your critical network  
operations with confidence. We’re the most trusted  
provider of advanced distribution management systems 
(ADMS) for electric, water/wastewater, gas, and transit 
utilities across the globe. 

Over 600 utilities in 30 countries rely on the SurvalentONE 
platform to effectively operate, monitor, analyze, restore, 
and optimize operations.  By supporting critical utility 
operations with a fully integrated solution, our customers 
have significantly improved operational efficiencies,  
customer satisfaction and network reliability.

Our unwavering commitment to excellence and to  
our customers has been the key to our success for  
over 50 years.
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“        We chose Survalent because of  
familiarity, ease-of-use and their  
reputation for excellent customer service. 
We have not been disappointed.” 
                            
         - Warren Rural Electric Cooperative


